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Module at a Glance 

Grade Level 6th -8th Grade 

Compelling Question How should people of color be represented in depictions of the Roman Empire? 

Staging the Question 
Review and discuss images that represent the Roman Empire in modern education and popular 
culture. Introduce public debate of the question, represented through snapshots from Twitter. 

Supporting  
Question 1  

Supporting  
Question 2  

Supporting  
Question 3  

Did Romans have contact with people 
of color? 

What was the typical Roman view of the 
Africans? What historical events helped shape 

that view? 

Is there evidence that people of color 
were in Rome? And, if so, what was 

their position in society? 

Formative  
Performance Task 

Formative  
Performance Task 

Formative  
Performance Task 

Map the locations and dates of 
artwork that depicts people of color. 

Identify areas subject to Roman rule 
that would include people of color. 

Identify at least four quotes from the 
readings that characterize Roman views of 
Ethiopians. 

Complete a timeline of interactions 
between Rome and African Civilizations. 

Construct a T-chart that contrasts 
primary source evidence of people of 
color as slaves and people of color as 
soldiers and politicians. 

Featured Sources Featured Sources Featured Sources 

Source A: Images of pottery and 
statues depicting Africans  
Source B: Changing maps of the 
Roman Empire 
 

Source A: Herodotus’ Histories 
Source B: Diodorus’ Bibliotheca Historica 
Source C: Pliny’s Natural History 
Source D: Heliodorus’ Aethiopica 
Source E: PBS Documentary Africa’s Great 
Civilizations 

Source A: Strabo’s Geography 
Source B: Pliny’s Natural History 
Source C: Martial’s Spectacula 
Source D: Dio Cassius’ Epitome 62, 
History of Rome 
Source E: Dio Cassius’ Epitome 68, 
History of Rome with image of 
Tranjan’s Column 
Source F: Historia Augusta Unknown 
Author with portrait of Septimus 
Severus 

Summative  

Performance Task  

Argument 

How should people of color be represented in depictions of the Roman 
Empire? Construct an argument supported with evidence to make a claim 
that addresses the compelling question while acknowledging competing 
views. 

Extension 
Create an alternative image for inclusion in your textbook (e.g., painting, 
drawing, digital construction) that reflects your claim. 

Taking Informed Action 
Write a letter to the publishers of the Core Knowledge Curriculum to request changes to the 
representations of people of color in your textbook. Use evidence to support the changes you’d 
like to see to the images in the textbook. 

https://www.pbs.org/video/africas-great-civilizations-origins-hour-one/
https://www.pbs.org/video/africas-great-civilizations-origins-hour-one/


OVERVIEW 
 
Debate over the representation of people of color in the Roman Empire continues in the public 
space to this day. Although historians widely agree that people of color were very present in the 
Empire, there is often a backlash when examples of such are portrayed as anything above a 
slave. This is not surprising considering how little ancient African history is taught in schools and 
how the often-depicted Roman Empire rarely includes images of people of color, especially 
Africans. The aim of this inquiry is to develop an understanding of African civilization in that time 
and interactions with the Roman Republic and Roman Empire, roughly between the 4th Century 
BC and the 3rd Century AD. Because contemporary viewpoints on race have influenced 
historians’ interpretations, historiographical research should be limited to primary sources from 
antiquity. Although none of these sources are free from their own agendas, often to ingratiate 
themselves with people of power within the Empire, they do not reflect the centuries of 
propaganda around race that many used to support ideas solely aimed at conquest and 
wealth-building. 
 
This inquiry was designed to be performed by middle schoolers and is expected to take eight to 
ten 45-minute class periods. The inquiry is intended to be performed by small groups in order to 
accommodate the review of more primary sources and to include more diverse opinions. While 
there is other evidence to study regarding the interdependencies of Romans with people of color 
in the Middle East and Asia, the scope of this inquiry is the primary source work that depicts 
interactions with people of the North and East African continent. It is important to distinguish 
between our modern understanding of Ethiopians as peoples of the specific country of Africa 
known as Ethiopia, and the ancient descriptions of Ethiopians, or “Aethiopians”, as any 
dark-skinned people native to the African continent. 
 
Students participating in this inquiry will develop the skills to “summarize the literal meaning of 
historical documents in order to establish context” (North Carolina Standard for Social Studies 
7.H.1.2) and “analyze the effects of social, economic, military, and political conflict among 
nations, regions, and groups” (North Carolina Standard for Social Studies 7.H.2.1). Students 
studying Latin will be able to “compare the student’s culture and the target culture” (North 
Carolina Standard for World Languages NL.CLL.4). 
 
 
 
  



STAGING THE QUESTION: 
 
To stage the compelling question, teachers begin by asking students to examine modern 
representations of the Roman Empire, through images from textbooks and popular culture. 

 

 
 
Based on these images, the teacher may ask the students to identify what races are 
represented in the Roman Empire and if they believe that the representations are accurate. This 
will provide an opportunity to review the students’ background knowledge of the geography of 
the Empire and their understanding of how Romans ruled the provinces. It will be important for 
the teacher to distinguish the Roman tradition of rule that incorporated the culture of the 
conquered provinces and eventually included those conquered as citizens of the Empire. The 
teacher may also need to scaffold in an understanding of slavery in the Empire, explaining that 
many of the slaves were prisoners captured in war, but that Roman citizens may also become 



slaves if unable to repay debts. Furthermore, manumission was routinely practiced throughout 
the Empire. 
 
 
The teacher will then show evidence of recent debates over the representation of people of 
color in the Roman Empire and close out the discussion by encouraging students to consider 
why such debates exist and how they might respond to the question, based on their own prior 
knowledge.  
 

 
 
 
  



SUPPORTING QUESTION #1 
 
To answer the compelling question, the students must first decide, “Did Romans have contact 
with people of color?” To answer this, we will begin by examining artwork that has been 
discovered in Italy and Greece that depicts people of color. Students will be asked to label the 
following map with the name of the artwork and date it was created. This task will help students 
conceptualize the Roman understanding of “Aethiopians”, while recognizing how early these 
understandings began. 
 
To appreciate how these interactions developed students will be asked to analyze the changing 
maps of the Roman empire and explore their understanding of the people who lived in the lands 
represented in these maps. As a small group the students will discuss and identify locations of 
expansion where Romans would have encountered people of color. The students will submit a 
copy of the map of Mediterranean, identifying such places. Students would be expected, 
minimally, to identify North Africa. This may lead some students to question representations of 
the ethnicity of historical figures, such as Hannibal or Cleopatra. The teacher should be 
prepared to discuss the migrations of the Phoenicians from the ancient Near East, the conquest 
of the Greeks that established the Ptolemaic rule in Egypt, but also to express the documented 
evidence that “Ethiopians” and “Nubians” also lived in these areas and that intermarriage was 
common. 
 
Map to be used for Formative Task 1  

 
 
 
 
  



Attic Kantharos, found in Vulci, 480-470 BC 

 
Source: 
http://www.museivaticani.va/content/museivaticani/en/collezioni/musei/museo-gregoriano-etrusco/sala-xix--emiciclo-inferiore--collezi
one-dei-vasi--ceramica-atti/kantharos-attico-della-classe-del-vaticano--classe-m-.html 
 
Bronze Statuette of Ethiopian Boy, Found in Greece, c. 3rd-2nd Century BC 

 
Source: https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/250673 
  
Cult of Isis / Roman Wall Painting, Found in Herculaneum, c.62 - 79 AD 

 
Source: https://www.akg-images.com/archive/-2UMDHU38KI7Q.html 
  
  

http://www.museivaticani.va/content/museivaticani/en/collezioni/musei/museo-gregoriano-etrusco/sala-xix--emiciclo-inferiore--collezione-dei-vasi--ceramica-atti/kantharos-attico-della-classe-del-vaticano--classe-m-.html
http://www.museivaticani.va/content/museivaticani/en/collezioni/musei/museo-gregoriano-etrusco/sala-xix--emiciclo-inferiore--collezione-dei-vasi--ceramica-atti/kantharos-attico-della-classe-del-vaticano--classe-m-.html
https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/250673
https://www.akg-images.com/archive/-2UMDHU38KI7Q.html


From the “Villa of Catullus” in Sirmione, built at the end of the 1st century BC. 

 
Source: https://archeologiagalliacisalpina.wordpress.com/2019/02/09/ritratto-di-catullo-a-sirmione/ 
 
Map of the Mediterranean in 218 BC 

 
Source: https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/19/17469176/roman-empire-maps-history-explained 
 
Map of Roman Empire Year 1 - 400 AD 

 
Source: https://www.euratlas.net/history/europe/1/index.html 
 

https://archeologiagalliacisalpina.wordpress.com/2019/02/09/ritratto-di-catullo-a-sirmione/
https://www.vox.com/world/2018/6/19/17469176/roman-empire-maps-history-explained
https://www.euratlas.net/history/europe/1/index.html


SUPPORTING QUESTION #2 
 
Having established that there is evidence in the artwork of the time that Romans were familiar 
with and interacted with people of color, the students must then explore the second supporting 
question, “What was the typical Roman view of the Africans?” The teacher may introduce this 
inquiry with the statement that Snowden (1997) made that there is a, “lack of color prejudice in 
the Greek and Roman world” (p. 30). The students, within their groups, will read the following 
excerpts from ancient sources and form a hypothesis of the Roman and Greek view of Africans 
that they then support with 4 quotes that reflect this view. They should then identify whether or 
not this view support’s Snowden’s thesis. Students will be assessed on whether or not they 
have formed a clear opinion of the ancients’ attitudes towards people of color that is supported 
by evidence. 
 
REFERENCE: Snowden, F. (1997). Misconceptions about African Blacks in the Ancient Mediterranean World: 
Specialists and Afrocentrists. Arion: A Journal of Humanities and the Classics, 4(3), 28-50. Retrieved November 15, 
2020, from http://www.jstor.org/stable/20163634 
 
Once the students have built an understanding of the ancient views of people of color, the class 
will identify, “What historical events helped shape that view?” To accomplish this the students 
will watch clips from the PBS Documentary, Africa’s Great Civilizations, to establish a timeline of 
known interactions between the Roman Empire and the great East-African Empires of Kush and 
Aksum. The teacher should specify that there are other examples of interactions between the 
Roman Empires and civilizations in the West and Southern parts of the continent, but that those 
demonstrated here are the best sourced interactions. 
 
 
Excerpted from Histories written by Herodotus in 430 BCE 
Where the south declines towards the setting sun lies the country called Ethiopia, the last 
inhabited land in that direction. There gold is obtained in great plenty, huge elephants abound, 
with wild trees of all sorts, and ebony; and the men are taller, handsomer, and longer lived than 
anywhere else. The Ethiopians were clothed in the skins of leopards and lions, and had long 
bows made of the stem of the palm-leaf, not less than four cubits in length.. . . . 
Source: https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/ancient/nubia1.asp 
 
Excerpted from Diodorus’ Bibliotheca Historica, written between 60-30 BCE 
Now the Ethiopians, as historians relate, were the first of all men and the proofs of this 
statement, they say, are manifest. For that they did not come into their land as immigrants from 
abroad but were natives of it and so justly bear the name of "autochthones" [original inhabitant], 
they maintain, conceded by practically all men; furthermore, that those who dwell beneath the 
noon-day sun were, in all likelihood, the first to be generated by the earth, is clear to all; since, 
inasmuch as it was the warmth of the sun which, at the generation of the universe, dried up the 
earth when it was still wet and impregnated it with life, it is reasonable to suppose that the 
region which was nearest the sun was the first to bring forth living creatures. And they say that 
they were the first to be taught to honour the gods and to hold sacrifices and processions and 
festivals and the other rites by which men honour the deity… 
 
Cambyses [Persian Ruler], for instance, they say, who made war upon them [Ethiopians] with a 
great force, both lost all his army and was himself exposed to the greatest peril; Semiramis 
[Assyrian Queen] also, who through the magnitude of her undertakings and achievements has 
become renowned, after advancing a short distance into Ethiopia gave up her campaign against 
the whole nation; and Heracles and Dionysus [Greek Gods], although they visited all the 

https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/ancient/nubia1.asp


inhabited earth, failed to subdue the Ethiopians alone who dwell above Egypt, both because of 
the piety of these men and because of the insurmountable difficulties involved in the attempt. 
Source: https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Diodorus_Siculus/3A*.html 
 
 
Excerpted from Pliny’s Natural History, c. 77-79 AD 
We must deal next with the results connected with these heavenly causes. For it is beyond 
question that the Ethiopians are burnt by the heat of the heavenly body near them, and are born 
with a scorched appearance, with curly beard and hair, and that in the opposite region of the 
world the races have white frosty skins, with yellow hair that hangs straight; while the latter are 
fierce owing to the rigidity of their climate but the [Ethiopians] wise because of the mobility of 
theirs; and their legs themselves prove that with the [Ethiopians] the juice is called away into the 
upper portions of the body by the nature of heat, while with the latter it is driven down to the 
lower parts by falling moisture; in the latter country dangerous wild beasts are found, in the 
[Ethiopian lands] a great variety of animals and especially of birds; but in both regions men's 
stature is high, owing in the [Ethiopian lands] to the pressure of the fires and in the latter to the 
nourishing effect of the damp; whereas in the middle of the earth, owing to a healthy blending of 
both elements, there are tracts that are fertile for all sorts of produce, and men are of medium 
bodily stature, with a marked blending even in the matter of complexion; customs are gentle, 
senses clear, intellects fertile and able to grasp the whole of nature; and they also have 
governments, which the outer races never have possessed, any more than they have ever been 
subject to the central races, being quite detached and solitary on account of the savagery of the 
nature that broods over those regions. 
Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20161229101439/http://www.masseiana.org/pliny.htm 
 
Excerpts from Aethiopica, an adventure romance novel written by the Roman Heliodorus 
in the 3rd Century AD.  
(This passage illustrates the author’s ideas about the history of the Ethiopians) - Persina, Queen 
of the Ethiopians, said “Our ancestors are, among the gods, the Sun and Bacchus: among 
heroes, Perseus, Andromeda and Memnon. Those who built our royal palace at various 
seasons adorned the walls with paintings of their various exploits, and with their limned figures 
decked the guest chambers and the porticoes therein, while the king’s bridal chamber is 
garnished with pictures containing the loves of Perseus and Andromeda.”  
 
(This passage illustrates the author’s ideas about the personality of the Ethiopian King)  - ‘Ye, 
Persians and men of Syene that be here, Hydaspes king of the east and west Ethiopians, and at 
this time your king also, knows how to overcome his enemies and is also by nature inclined to 
grant mercy to such as humbly ask it, judging that victory is the work of his soldiers’ valorous 
arms but that mercy is the sign of his own compassionate spirit. So, although he holds your lives 
in his hand, to grant or to take away, yet now, since you have humbled yourselves, he delivers 
you from the known and certain penalty of defeat and allows you to decide at your own pleasure 
what terms of peace you will. For he is not minded to play the tyrant in this case, but doth so 
govern man’s estate as to be free from envy hereafter.’ Message to the Persians after 
Hydaspes has conquered them. 
Source: http://www.elfinspell.com/HeliodorusMyIntro.html 
 
 
 
  

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Diodorus_Siculus/3A*.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20161229101439/http://www.masseiana.org/pliny.htm
http://www.elfinspell.com/HeliodorusMyIntro.html


Clips from PBS Documentary Africa’s Great Civilizations Episode 1 
Introduction of the Kingdom of Kush: Episode 1 31:04 - 40:33  
Victory of Amanirenuas 45:21 - 50:59 
Clips from PBS Documentary Africa’s Great Civilizations Episode 2 
Introduction of Axum 1:30 - 3:50 
The importance of trade with Axum 6:30 - 9:40 
The arrival of Christianity in Axum 13:36 - 15:50; 17:14 - 22:00 
 
Timeline to be used for Formative Task 2 

 
 
The following events should be added to the timeline by the students: 
750 BC - Kushite King Piyanki conquers Egypt 
500 BC - Meroe becomes capital of Kush 
31 BC - Roman Empire conquers Egypt and expands North African Province 
23 BC - Aminrenas creates peace pact with Augustus, protecting Kushite Kingdom from Roman 
domination 
1st Century AD - Unknown Roman writer writes the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea 
4th Centruy AD - Aksum Emperor Ezana adopts Chrisitanity 
 
  



SUPPORTING QUESTION #3 
Students will finally research and answer the last supporting questions, “Is there evidence that 
people of color were in Rome? And, if so, what was their position in society?” Again, the student 
will return to the primary sources from antiquity for this evidence.  They will read passages, 
searching for any mention of people of color moving to, or living among Romans. They will then 
identify whether these references indicate that the people of color would have been a slave or 
not. The groups will create a T-Chart, with one column labelled “People of Color in the Roman 
Empire as Slaves”, and another “Free People of Color in the Roman Empire”. Within the 
T-Chart, the students must identify the passage they are citing the reference from. 
 
Students would be expected to identify generals and soldiers captured and sent to the Roman 
Empire in the excerpt of Strabo’s Geography. These prisoners of war would have certainly 
entered the Empire as slaves. But students may also note that Ethiopian ambassadors were 
sent to meet with Caesar. Likewise, in Pliny they should note that Ethiopian herdsmen were 
included in the circus but also that Ethiopians led the funeral procession for the esteemed 
Raven. While the herdsmen sent to the circus were likely slaves, the Ethiopians in the funeral 
procession were probably professional mourners and freedmen. If necessary, the teacher 
should supplement students’ understandings of Roman funeral processions with information 
from the article “The Roman Funeral” (https://www.ancient.eu/article/96/the-roman-funeral/). 
Martial’s Spectacula is a testament to the glory of Rome, as evidenced through the diversity of 
its people. Ethiopians are listed amongst those in the “Concourse”, which should be defined as 
the spectators in the Colosseum. Additionally, the student may identify Arabians, Sabaeans, 
and Cilicians as people of color as well. All of these spectators should be identified as free 
people of Rome. Likewise, the reference to an entire theater filled with Ethiopian spectators by 
Dio Cassius in Epitome 62 indicates a large number of free Ethiopians as well. Additionally, Dio 
Cassius refers to the Moors’ pivotal role in the Partian Wars. Moors were soldiers in this 
campaign and should be listed as free people. Finally, in the Historia Augusta, there is a 
reference to the Emperor Septimus Severus who was from North Africa, and is certainly 
depicted as a person of color, as well as an Ethiopian soldier involved in his campaign in Britain. 
Students would be expected to identify at least six references to people of color in the Empire, 
and only two of those references would be identified as slaves. 
 
 
Excerpts from Geography written by Strabo, c. 22 CE 
(This is an account of the battle between the Romans and the Kingdom of Kush.  You will see a 
reference to Amanirenas in the very beginning of the passage) - Among these fugitive were the 
generals of Queen Candacê, who was ruler of the Aethiopians in my time — a masculine sort of 
woman, and blind in one eye. These [a handful of Kush Generals], one and all, he captured 
alive, having sailed after them in both rafts and ships, and he sent them forthwith down to 
Alexandria; and he also attacked Pselchis and captured it; and if the multitude of those who fell 
in the battle be added to the number of the captives, those who escaped must have been 
altogether few in number. From Pselchis he went to Premnis, a fortified city, after passing 
through the sand-dunes, where the army of Cambyses was overwhelmed when a wind-storm 
struck them; and having made an attack, he took the fortress at the first onset. After this he set 
out for Napata. This was the royal residence of Candacê; and her son was there, and she 
herself was residing at a place near by. But though she sent ambassadors to treat for friendship 
and offered to give back the captives and the statues brought from Syenê, Petronius attacked 
and captured Nabata too, from which her son had fled, and rased it to the  p141 ground; and 
having enslaved its inhabitants, he turned back again with the booty, having decided that the 
regions farther on would be hard to traverse. But he fortified Premnis better, threw in a garrison 
and food for four hundred men for two years, and set out for Alexandria. As for the captives, he 

https://www.ancient.eu/article/96/the-roman-funeral/


sold some of them as booty, 821and sent one thousand to Caesar, who had recently returned 
from Cantabria; and the others died of diseases. Meantime Candacê marched against the 
garrison with many thousands of men, but Petronius set out to its assistance and arrived at the 
fortress first; and when he had made the place thoroughly secure by sundry devices, 
ambassadors came, but he bade them go to Caesar; and when they asserted that they did not 
know who Caesar was or where they should have to go to find him, he gave them escorts; and 
they went to Samos, since Caesar was there and intended to proceed to Syria from there, after 
despatching Tiberius to Armenia. And when the ambassadors had obtained everything they 
pled for, he even remitted the tributes which he had imposed. 
Source: https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Strabo/17A3*.html#1.54 
 
Excerpted from Pliny’s Natural History, c. 77-79 AD 
It is noted in the Annals that on 19 September in the consulship of Marcus Piso and Marcus 
Messala, Domitius Ahenobarbus as curule aedile provided in the circus a hundred Numidian 
bears and the same number of Ethiopian huntsmen. I am surprised at the description of the 
bears as Numidian, since it is known that the bear does not occur in Africa. 
 
Let us also repay due gratitude to the ravens, the gratitude that is their due, evidenced also by 
the indignation and not only by the knowledge of the Roman nation. When Tiberius was 
emperor, a young raven from a brood hatched on the top of the Temple of Castor and Pollux 
flew down to a cobbler's shop in the vicinity, being also commended to the master of the 
establishment by religion. It soon picked up the habit of talking, and every morning used to fly 
off to the Platform that faces the forum and salute Tiberius and then Germanicus and Drusus 
Caesar by name, and next the Roman public passing by, afterwards returning to the shop; and it 
became remarkable by several years' constant performance of this function. This bird the tenant 
of the next cobbler's shop killed, whether because of his neighbour's competition or in a sudden 
outburst of anger, as he tried to make out, because some dirt had fallen on his stock of shoes 
from its droppings; this caused such a disturbance among the public that the man was first 
driven, out of the district and later actually made away with, and the bird's funeral was 
celebrated with a vast crowd of followers, the draped bier being carried on the shoulders of two 
Ethiopians and in front of it going in procession a flute-player and all kinds of wreaths right to the 
pyre, which had been erected on the right hand side of the Appian Road at the second 
milestone on the ground called Rediculus's Plain. So adequate a justification did the Roman 
nation consider a bird's cleverness to be for a funeral procession and for the punishment of a 
Roman citizen, in the city in which many leading men had had no obsequies at all, while the 
death of Scipio Aemilianus after he had destroyed Carthage and Numantia not been avenged 
by a single person. The date of this was 28 March, AD 36, in the consulship of Marcus Servilius 
and Gaius Cestius. 
Source: https://web.archive.org/web/20161229101439/http://www.masseiana.org/pliny.htm 
 
Excerpted from Martial’s Spectacula (On the Public Shows of Domitian), written to 
celebrate the opening of the Roman Colosseum in 80 CE 
III. TO CAESAR, ON THE CONCOURSE OF STRANGERS TO ROME. 
What race is so distant from us, what race so barbarous, Caesar, as that from it no spectator is 
present in thy city? The cultivator of Rhodope [a mountain range in southeast Europe] is here 
from Orpheus' Haemus: the Sarmatian [people from an area near modern-day Ukraine] 
nourished by the blood drawn from his steed, is here. He too who drinks the waters of the Nile 
where it first becomes known to us, and he whose shores the surge of the remotest ocean laves 
[bathes]. The Arabian has hastened hither, the Sabaeans [people of South Arabia] have 
hastened, and Cilicians [people from the modern day region of Turkey] have here dripped with 
showers of their own perfume. With locks twisted into a knot, are come the Sicambrians [Celtic 

https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Strabo/17A3*.html#1.54
https://web.archive.org/web/20161229101439/http://www.masseiana.org/pliny.htm


people]; and with hair twisted in other forms, the Ethiopians. Though different the speech of the 
various races, there is but one utterance, when thou art hailed as the true father of thy country. 
Source: http://www.tertullian.org/fathers/martial_on_the_games_of_domitian_01_text.htm 
 
Excerpted from Dio Cassius’ Epitome 62, of the History of Rome, c. 220 CE 
Nero admired him [Tiridates, the King of Armenia, so crowned by Nero in 66 AD] for this action 
and entertained him in many ways, especially by giving a gladiatorial exhibition at Puteoli [a 
town in Southern Italy]. It was under the direction of Patrobius, one of his freedmen, who 
managed to make it a most brilliant and costly affair, as may be seen from the fact that on one 
of the days not a person but Ethiopians — men, women, and children — appeared in the 
theatre. By way of showing Patrobius some fitting honour Tiridates shot at wild beasts from his 
elevated seat, and — if one can believe it — transfixed and killed two bulls with a single arrow. 
Source: https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Cassius_Dio/62*.html 
 
Excerpted from Dio Cassius’ Epitome 68, of the History of Rome, c. 220 CE 
Lucius Quietus was a Moor and likewise ranked as a leader of the Moors and as commander of 
a troop in the cavalry; but, having been condemned for base conduct, he had been dismissed 
from the service at the time and disgraced. Later, however, when the Dacian war came on and 
Trajan needed the assistance of the Moors, he came to him of his own accord and displayed 
great deeds of prowess.  Being honoured for this, he performed far greater and more numerous 
exploits in the second war, and finally advanced so far in bravery and good fortune during this 
present war that he was enrolled among the ex-praetors, became consul, and then governor of 
Palestine. To this chiefly were due the jealousy and hatred felt for him and his destruction. 
Source: https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Cassius_Dio/68*.html 
 
African Troops represented on Trajan’s Column.  
Trajan’s Column was built in the center of Rome in 113-117 AD to celebrate the victory of Trajan 
over the Dacians. 

 
Source: https://arts.st-andrews.ac.uk/trajans-column/uploads/TC-064.11-5.jpg 

http://www.tertullian.org/fathers/martial_on_the_games_of_domitian_01_text.htm
https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Cassius_Dio/62*.html
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Excerpted from Historia Augusta, Author Unknown, ca. Late 4th Century AD. These 
passages are regarding Septimus Severus, Roman Emperor from 193 - 211 AD 
After the murder of Didius Julianus [the previous emperor], Severus, a native of Africa, took 
possession of the empire. His native city was Leptis, his father was Geta [this is his father’s 
name]; his ancestors were Roman knights before citizenship was made universal [Roman 
citizenship was extended to Leptis by Trajan]. Fulvia Pia was his mother, Aper and Severus, 
both of consular rank, his great-uncles. His father's father was Macer, his mother's father 
Fulvius Pius. He himself was born six days before the Ides of April,4 in the first consulship of 
Severus and the second of Erucius Clarus.  While still a child, even before he had been drilled 
in the Latin and Greek literatures (with which he was very well acquainted), he would engage in 
no game with the other children except playing judge, and on such occasions he would have the 
rods and axes borne before him, and, surrounded by the throng of children, he would take his 
seat and thus give judgments.  In his eighteenth year he delivered an oration in public. Soon 
after, in order to continue his studies, he came to Rome; and with the support of his kinsman 
Septimius Severus, who had already been consul twice, he sought and secured from the Deified 
Marcus the broad stripe... 
...On another occasion, when he was returning to his nearest quarters from an inspection of the 
wall at Luguvallum in Britain, at a time when he had not only proved victorious but had 
concluded a perpetual peace, just as he was wondering what omen would present itself, an 
Ethiopian soldier, who was famous among buffoons and always a notable jester, met him with a 
garland of cypress-boughs. And when Severus in a rage ordered that the man be removed from 
his sight, troubled as he was by the man's ominous colour and the ominous nature of the 
garland, the Ethiopian by way of jest cried, it is said, "You have been all things, you have 
conquered all things, now, O conqueror, be a god."  And when on reaching the town he wished 
to perform a sacrifice, in the first place, through a misunderstanding on the part of the rustic 
soothsayer, he was taken to the Temple of Bellona, and, in the second place, the victims 
provided him were black.  And then, when  
he abandoned the sacrifice in disgust and betook himself to the Palace, through some 
carelessness on the part of the attendants the black victims followed him up to its very doors. 
Source: https://penelope.uchicago.edu/Thayer/E/Roman/Texts/Historia_Augusta/Septimius_Severus*.html 
 
Portrait of Septimus Severus and Family. Septimus Severus was the Emperor of Rome 
from 193 - 211 AD. He came from the North African Province of the Empire. 

 
Source: 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portrait_of_family_of_Septimius_Severus_-_Altes_Museum_-_Berlin_-_Germany_2017_(2)
.jpg 
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SUMMATIVE PERFORMANCE TASK 
 
Having formed an understanding of the Greco/Roman interaction with and opinion of Africans, 
and having read evidence of the roles of people of color in the Roman Empire, students should 
be able to construct an argument to answer the compelling question: “How should people of 
color be represented in depictions of the Roman Empire?” The argument must specify the 
degree to which people of color should be included in depictions and the roles within which they 
should be included. The student must give evidence to support their claims. The student must 
also address the competing views and identify possible issues with the primary source evidence 
that creates the opportunity for such debate. Teachers may assist students with crafting these 
arguments through the use of graphic organizers and the identification of common issues with 
ancient sources (i.e. translation issues, limited source availability, and agendas of ancient 
authors). The final argument should be a written essay. 
 
As an extension, students should select an image from their textbook depicting Roman life and 
recreate the image in keeping with the argument they have made. 
 
INFORMED ACTION 
 
In order to take informed action and participate in the public discourse on this topic, students 
should write letters to the publishers of their textbooks requesting revisions to the depictions of 
the Roman Empire in accordance with their arguments. These letters should also include the 
evidence to support the argument. 


